
Weekly update week ending 18th February 

Despite missing a large number of our crew, Team 4 have had a week to be proud of in and outside 

the classroom. We are missing our virtual learners terribly and hope you start to feel stronger and 

healthier very soon. Well done if you have managed some of our online learning – we are so proud 

of you!  

In English, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory continues to inspire the most wonderful writing and 

magical moments. In Maths, we continue to explore fractions, their equivalents and what happens 

when we go beyond a whole by dipping our toes into improper fractions and mixed numbers. The 

children are coping with the concept brilliantly!  We also covered counting in fractions and adding 

fractions with the same denominator.  

In Geography, we explored the differences between rich and poor by focusing on the Rochinha 

favela in contrast to the city of Barra Di Tjuca. We were so thrilled to listen to the children’s 

empathetic responses and see their personal responses to our learning.  

As we were unable to explore the great outdoors in our Forest School session, we brought the magic 

inside with the help of Mrs Prior-Holt. The children designed and created a shelter suitable for 

rainforest conditions. To further emphasis our learning in Geography, we gave each group a limited 

amount of supplies and if they wanted more they had to barter and exchange with us.  However, 

one group was given a greater range of resources and then offered more for free. When the children 

realised we had a super discussion about the rich and poor divide. We were astounded to discover 

that people on the poverty line in the favelas are surviving on 65p a day while the average hourly 

rate in the UK is £16.65 (thank you to Mr Pinder for the research support!)  

While we were unable to go swimming this week, we has a special activity – an Escape Room! This 

tested our grammar learning to the limits! It was great to see a few perplexed faces reaching for 

dictionaries and supporting one another with clues. Mr Pinder also kindly led an indoor circuit 

session to avoid Storm Eunice during PE on Friday.  

In RE we learnt about Jewish Pilgrimage and listened to Dalia’s first experience of the Western Wall 

in Jersualem.  The children wrote diary entries of her experience, created fact sheets and even 

created 3D versions of the wall.  

In Science we have been designing our own Charlie and the Chocolate Factory inspiring circuits.  

We wish you all a safe, healthy and happy half term and look forward to seeing you all back after the 

break.  

 









 

 


